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Abstract: We developed an object-recognition method that enables six degrees of freedom (6DoF) pose and size esti-

mation of shrink-wrapped items for use with a mixed depalletizing robot. Shrink-wrapped items consist of

multiple products wrapped in transparent plastic wrap, the boundaries of which are unclear, making it difficult

to identify the area of a single item to be picked. To solve this problem, we propose a surface-graph-based

6DoF object-pose estimation method. This method constructs a surface graph representing the connection of

products by using their surfaces as graph nodes and determines the boundary of each shrink-wrapped item

by detecting the homogeneity of the edge length, which corresponds to the distance between the centers of

the products. We also developed a recognition-process flow that can be applied to various objects by appro-

priately switching between conventional box-shape object recognition and shrink-wrapped object recognition.

We conducted an experiment to evaluation the proposed method, and the results indicate that the proposed

method can achieve an average recognition rate of more than 90%, which is higher than that with a conven-

tional object-recognition method in a depalletizing work environment that includes shrink-wrapped items.

1 INTRODUCTION

Mixed depalletizing is the process of unloading mul-

tiple types of items that are stacked on pallets or

in cages, and there is a great need to automate this

heavy workload process using robots. Many re-

searchers have proposed various systems and meth-

ods to achieve robot automation (Nakamoto et al.,

2016; Eto et al., 2019; Doliotis et al., 2016; Aleotti

et al., 2021; Stoyanov et al., 2016; Katsoulas and Kos-

mopoulos, 2001; Katsoulas et al., 2002; Kirchheim

et al., 2008; Kimura et al., 2016). Size and six de-

grees of freed (6DoF) object-pose estimation, which

accurately determines the size, position, and orienta-

tion of an object, plays an essential role in enabling

robots to unload a variety of items (Poss et al., 2019;

Mitash et al., 2020; Monica et al., 2020; Fuji et al.,

2015; Yano et al., 2022).

One of the challenges in size and 6DoF object-

pose estimation for mixed depalletization is estimat-

ing the boundaries of shrink-wrapped items. Shrink-

wrapped items, often seen in depalletizing operations,
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consist of multiple products such as plastic bottles

wrapped together in a transparent wrap. Because it is

difficult to measure this wrap area with a distance sen-

sor, only the top surface of each product in the shrink-

wrapped item can be measured, making it difficult to

identify the boundaries of the entire shrink-wrapped

item. Since the size and arrangement of each item is

generally not known in advance in mixed depalletiz-

ing operations, it is difficult to correctly estimate the

6DoF pose of each shrink-wrapped item, especially

when such items are placed adjacent to each other.

This incorrect recognition must be avoided because it

may lead to incorrect grasping, such as picking two

items at the same time.

To achieve shrink-wrapped item recognition, we

propose a surface-graph-based object-pose recogni-

tion method that estimates the 6DoF pose and size

of each shrink-wrapped item (Fig.1). Focusing on

the fact that the same type of products are packed

closely together in a shrink-wrapped item and the dis-

tance between them is almost constant, we detect the

boundaries of the shrink-wrapped items by construct-

ing a surface graph, where the product surfaces are

nodes and the distances between their centers are the

edge lengths. Since there are usually gaps or mis-
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Figure 1: Surface graph-based 6DoF object-pose estimation for shrink-wrapped items. Columns show results of each pro-
cessing stage in estimating boundaries of shrink-wrapped items (with each image blurred). Focusing on fact that same type of
products are packed closely together in shrink-wrapped item and distance between them is nearly constant, proposed method
constructs surface graph representing connection of products, and estimates region of each shrink-wrapped item by deter-
mining homogeneity of edge length, which corresponds to distance between centers of products. This makes it possible to
correctly estimate boundaries of variety of shrink-wrapped items.

alignments between the shrink-wrapped items, there

will be a difference between the distances among

the products ”within” one shrink-wrapped item and

the distances among the products ”between” multi-

ple shrink-wrapped items. Therefore, the boundaries

of shrink-wrapped items can be estimated from the

differences in the edge length of this surface graph.

We also developed a recognition-process flow that can

be applied to various objects by appropriately switch-

ing between using a conventional edge-based object-

recognition method for boxed items and the proposed

method for shrink-wrapped items.

To compare the performance of the proposed

method with a conventional edge-based object-

recognition method, we conducted experiments to

simulate a mixed depalletizing process using a robot

arm. The results indicate that the proposed method

could correctly recognize 6DoF poses of both boxed

and shrink-wrapped items and achieve an average

recognition rate of more than 90%, which is higher

than that of the only the conventional method. This

recognition accuracy validates the applicability of the

proposed method to mixed depalletizing robots that

handle shrink-wrapped items.

2 RELATED WORK

There has been much research on 6DoF object-pose

estimation for depalletization. Before we describe

the proposed method, we discuss conventional object-

recognition methods. These methods are categorized

as local feature matching, deep-learning-based object

recognition, and edge-based boundary detection.

Local Feature Matching. One of the most com-

monly used methods for recognizing the 6DoF pose

of an object is a local-feature-matching method (Tang

et al., 2012; Lowe, 2004). Such a method gener-

ates and matches local features representing pattern

information between a three-dimensional (3D) object

model created in advance and captured images and

has high recognition performance for objects with

patterns. However, it is not suitable for cases in which

it is difficult to create a 3D object model in advance,

such as in mixed depalletizing operations. When

the same pattern is seen repeatedly, as with shrink-

wrapped items, local features from the 3D model and

captured images obtained at different locations can

potentially be matched, which may result in incorrect

6DoF pose estimation. It is also difficult to recognize

items without patterns, such as cardboard boxes.

Deep-learning-based Object Recognition. Current

object-recognition methods using deep learning can

automatically learn useful features for estimating the

boundaries and/or 6DoF pose of items on the basis

of a large amount of data prepared in advance (Xiang

et al., 2018; Kehl et al., 2017; He et al., 2020; Wang

et al., 2019; Mitash et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2022;

Gou et al., 2021). However, when handling new items

that differ significantly in appearance from those used

for training, a large amount of training data must be

prepared again, and this learning cost is an issue in

the field of logistics, where products are frequently

replaced.

Edge-based Boundary Detection. Conventionally,

edge-based boundary detection has been widely used
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Figure 2: Boundary-detection procedure for shrink-wrapped items. First, graph connecting each detected surface and distri-
bution of distances between surface centers are obtained, and edges corresponding to infrequent center-to-center distances are
excluded from graph. This enables estimating boundaries of shrink-wrapped items.

as 6DoF object-pose estimation for boxed items (Kat-

soulas and Kosmopoulos, 2001; Katsoulas et al.,

2002; Monica et al., 2020; Naumann et al., 2020;

Stein et al., 2014). By estimating the edges on the

basis of the luminance gradient or degree of change

in the normal direction, it is possible to recognize the

boundary of each item and estimate the 6DoF pose.

However, due to the difficulty in detecting the edges

of wraps that cannot be measured, there is a risk of

detecting not each shrink-wrapped item but its inter-

nal products as a single item. The proposed method

is similar to this type of method, but differs in that it

estimates the boundaries of shrink-wrapped items on

the basis of the regularity of distances between prod-

ucts.

3 METHODS

3.1 Surface-Graph-Based 6DoF

Object-Pose Estimation for

Shrink-Wrapped Items

This section describes the proposed method for recog-

nizing shrink-wrapped items (Fig. 2). As mentioned

in 1, when a shrink-wrapped item is captured with a

distance sensor, only the top surface of each product

in the shrink-wrapped item is measured, making it dif-

ficult to determine the boundary of each shrink-wrap

item. Therefore, the proposed method constructs a

surface graph that represents the connection of each

product in shrink wrapped items and uses this graph

to estimate the boundaries of shrink-wrapped items

and their 6DoF poses and sizes.

After extracting the product surfaces by the pro-

cess described in 3.2.1, we connect the surfaces that

are within a certain distance, forming a surface graph

that represents each surface as a node and its connec-

tions as edges (Fig.2(b)). We associate the distance

between the centers of the surfaces (referred to as

the center-to-center distance) with the corresponding

edges. We then obtain the distribution of the center-

to-center distances on the basis of all this information

(Fig. 2(c)). In this distribution, center-to-center dis-

tances with high frequency are considered edges con-

necting products within shrink-wrapped items, while

center-to-center distances with low frequency are

considered edges connecting products from different

shrink-wrapped items. Therefore, we exclude edges

corresponding to low-frequency center-to-center dis-

tances from the graph and identify the subgraphs that

represent shrink-wrapped items to detect the bound-

aries between shrink-wrapped items (Fig. 2(d)). We

exclude edges corresponding to center-to-center dis-

tances that are more than a certain distance from the

median of the distribution. Finally, for the group of

surfaces within the estimated shrink-wrapped-item re-

gion, we carry out plane fitting using random sam-

ple consensus (RANSAC) (Fischler and Bolles, 1981;

Holz et al., 2015) and estimate the 6DoF pose and size

of the bounding rectangle surrounding the region.

When the wrap is translucent and partially mea-

sured, many noisy surfaces are included other than

the surface corresponding to the product, and the reg-

ularity of the center-to-center distance is buried in the

noise. This has a significant negative impact on the

boundary-detection procedure described above (Fig.

3). To avoid this problem, we carry out plane fitting

using RANSAC for the surface nodes belonging to

the graph formed in Fig. 2(b) and exclude nodes that

are more than a certain distance from the plane in ad-

vance.

3.2 Developed Recognition-Process

Flow for both Boxed and

Shrink-Wrapped Items

This section describes our developed recognition-

process flow for recognizing items in various pack-
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Figure 3: Noise reduction in boundary-detection procedure. Carrying out plane fitting on surfaces and excluding surfaces that
are more than certain distance from the plane reduce impact of noise on regularity of center-to-center distance.

Figure 4: Developed recognition-process flow. Given scene image and point cloud, our recognition-process flow first estimates
whether each region obtained by segmentation is surface of boxed or shrink-wrapped item. Then, for boxed item, its size and
6DoF pose are estimated, and for shrink-wrapped item, its boundary, size, and 6DoF pose are estimated.

aging forms. This flow first estimates whether the ex-

tracted surfaces are boxed or shrink-wrapped items,

respectively. If it is a boxed item, its size and 6DoF

pose are obtained with the same procedure as a con-

ventional method, and if it is a shrink-wrapped item,

its size and 6DoF pose are obtained with the proposed

method on the basis of the regularity of the distance

between the items. These processes mainly follow the

three steps shown in Fig. 4.

3.2.1 Extraction of Object Surfaces

The surface of each item is first extracted by dividing

the captured image into regions (Fig. 4(a)). Note that

for shrink-wrapped items, the surface of each product

inside the shrink-wrapped item is extracted at this step

rather than the surface of the entire shrink-wrapped

item. Since the distance and brightness information

changes significantly at the boundary of the surface of

each item, it is effective to use this information to seg-

ment the area. However, when items are densely piled

up, the distance between the gaps of the items may

not be measured correctly; thus, multiple items may

be recognized as one object surface. If there is a pat-

tern on the item, the luminance gradient near the pat-

tern also increases, making it difficult to distinguish

between the pattern and object boundary. Therefore,

we estimate an edge region via the following values v

that emphasizes the boundary by combining the mag-

nitudes of both types of information,

vi j = l2α

i j ∗ c
2(1−α)
i j (1)

where i, j are the x and y coordinates of the pixel, l is

the magnitude of the vector consisting of luminance

gradients in the x and y directions, c is the value of

curvature at each pixel, and α is a parameter that ad-

justs the ratio between the luminance gradient and

curvature. We then apply the watershed algorithm

(Vincent et al., 1991) on the region bounded by the
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identified edges to obtain segmented regions, which

are regarded as the object surfaces.

3.2.2 Identification of Boxed and

Shrink-Wrapped Object Surfaces

Next, we identify whether each of the extracted sur-

faces mentioned in 3.2.1 is the surface of a boxed item

or that of each product in a shrink-wrapped item (Fig.

4(b)). While most items are large rectangular shapes

and can be recognized with conventional methods,

shrink-wrapped items containing plastic bottles or

cans, which have small circular top surfaces, are dif-

ficult to be recognized with such methods. Therefore,

the extracted surfaces larger than the threshold are

identified as the surfaces of boxed items, and those

smaller than the threshold are identified as the sur-

faces of the products in shrink-wrapped items. The

circle extraction process proposed in (Yuen et al.,

1990) is further applied to the surfaces that belong to

products in a shrink-wrapped item, and only the area

overlapping the detected circle area is considered as

its surface area. This process eliminates small noise

areas.

3.2.3 6DoF Pose and Size Estimation

In this step, we obtain the 6DoF poses and sizes

of boxed and shrink-wrapped items. Surfaces be-

longing to products in the shrink-wrapped item men-

tioned in 3.2.2 are estimated for their 6DoF poses

and sizes using the method described in 3.1. Since

there is no need to obtain a surface graph for boxed

items, we carry out planar fitting directly on each

surface that belongs to a boxed item, as mentioned

in 3.2.2, to obtain its 6DoF pose and size. In this

study, we calculated the 6DoF poses of all items ex-

cept shrink-wrapped items using planar fitting, but it

is also possible to estimate the 6DoF pose by apply-

ing the RANSAC algorithm assuming cylindrical or

conical shapes.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 Dataset

We conducted an experiment to evaluate the perfor-

mance of the proposed method. The experiments

were conducted under the assumption of recognition

in a mixed-depalletizing operation, as shown in the

left figure of Fig. 5. We used TVS4.0, a 3D vision

head with 2 cameras and an industrial projector, with

a resolution of 1280 x 1024. An example of an actual

image is shown in the right figure.

Figure 5: Experimental setup. Left figure shows experi-
mental environment and right figure shows example scene
image (with each image blurred).

We evaluated the recognition rate of the proposed

method for a total of 175 scenes, which were cap-

tured by changing the set of items in the captured

image. The 25 types of items to be recognized are

shown in Fig. 6. There existed overlap between

boxed and shrink-wrapped items, i.e., one item can

belong to both categories. Since the purpose of this

experiment was to evaluate the recognition accuracy

of the size, position, and orientation of each item,

we did not evaluate the category-identification accu-

racy. The depth distance between the camera and top

surface of the item was 2.4–3.2 m. We compared

the proposed method with a conventional edge-based

boundary-detection method.

4.2 Definition of Success Rate

We defined a successful recognition as the correct es-

timation of the 6DoF pose of an item without occlu-

sion (i.e., part of the item is hidden by other items and

cannot be seen) and used the ratio of scenes in which

the item was successfully recognized as the recogni-

tion rate. The success or failure of the 6DoF pose was

evaluated in accordance with the evaluation method

(Hodaň et al., 2016) and defined as success when the

intersection over union score (IoU) of the 2D bound-

ing rectangle of the estimated 6DoF pose projection

was 0.5 or more.

4.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 7 shows the recognition results of the proposed

method. The proposed method correctly extracted

each surface area (Fig. 7(a)) and correctly classified

the area into either boxed item or shrink-wrapped item

in accordance with its size (Fig. 7(b)). The surfaces

that were recognized as shrink-wrap items were cor-

rectly divided into two shrink-wrapped-item areas on

the basis of the distribution of the center-to-center dis-

tances (Fig. 7(c)). For the surfaces that were recog-

nized boxed items, the correct 6DoF pose of each item

was successfully estimated by fitting a plane to a set
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Figure 6: Target items. Each item is classified into eight categories, and corresponding item is shown in each column.

Figure 7: Results of proposed method. Each image shows result of each processing stage with proposed method (with each
image blurred). Proposed method recognized items in variety of packaging forms by dividing the items into boxed and
shrink-wrapped and applying diffrent methods. It also correctly recognized boundaries of shrink-wrapped items even when
such items of the same type were adjacent to each other by estimating boundaries on basis of regularity of distances between
products.

of points corresponding to the estimated item area, as

with the conventional method (Fig. 7(c)).

Table 1 shows the recognition rate for each item

shown in Fig. 6 using the evaluation criteria defined

in 4.2. The conventional method had a high recog-

nition rate for boxed items, while the recognition rate

for objects with complex shapes such as bottles signif-

icantly decreased. The proposed method had a high

recognition rate for boxed items as well as bottles,

with an average recognition rate of more than 90%,

which is higher than that of the conventional method.

This shows that the proposed method is capable of

recognizing both boxed and shrink-wrapped items.

Figure 8 shows the results of failed recognition

with the proposed method. When the shrink-wrapped

items were closely aligned without any misalignment,

there was insignificant difference in the distance be-

tween the products within the shrink-wrap items and

between the shrink-wrap items. Therefore, the pro-

posed method recognized two shrink-wrapped items

as one large shrink-wrapped item. When the bound-

ary of the shrink-wrapped items cannot be determined

by only the distance between products, it is neces-

sary for the robotic system to grasp the edge of the

shrink-wrapped item and shift it to create a gap then

recognize the boundary again in the scene where the

boundary is clear.

The selected parameters can affect the perfor-

mance of the proposed method. Figure 9 shows the

difference in recognition results when recognition is

executed with two different parameters in the recog-

nition process. The parameter that correctly detects

the boundary of a large boxed item and the param-

eter that detects a very small area, such as a plastic

bottle cap, are often different. Therefore, there are

potentially cases in which one fixed set of the pa-
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Table 1: Recognition rate.

object
Edge-based boundary detection

Proposed method
(Conventional method)

Case 97.0% (32 / 33) 97.0% (32 / 33)

Box 88.1% (214 / 243) 87.7% (213 / 243)

Boxes 71.0% (233 / 328) 70.4% (231 / 328)

Grains 97.7% (208 / 213) 97.7% (208 / 213 )

Packs 95.4% (313 / 328) 95.4% (313 / 328)

Paper rolls 97.4% (150 / 154) 97.4% (150 / 154)

Cylinders 95.7% (400 / 418) 95.7% (400 / 418)

Bottles 67.6% (294 / 435) 91.3% (397 / 435)

All 85.7% (1844 / 2152) 90.3% (1944 / 2152)

Figure 8: Results of proposed method (failure case). Columns show results of each processing stage in estimating boundaries
of shrink-wrapped items. (with each image blurred). When shrink-wrapped items are closely aligned without misalignment,
it is difficult to estimate boundaries of shrink-wrapped items on basis of regularity of distances between products alone.

rameters cannot be utilized to recognize all types of

items simultaneously. However, we believe that such

a problem can be solved by incorporating an auto-

matic local-parameter adjustment process that selects

locally optimal parameters for each detected surface.

5 CONCLUSION

We proposed a surface-graph-based 6DoF object-

pose estimation method that enables 6DoF pose and

size estimation of shrink-wrapped items for mixed

depalletizing processes. The proposed method con-

structs graphs that connect the product surfaces corre-

sponding to each shrink-wrapped item on the basis of

the distribution of the center-to-center distance of the

products in the shrink-wrapped item, enabling accu-

rate boundary detection of shrink-wrapped items and

the estimation of their sizes and 6DoF poses, which

are difficult when using conventional object recogni-

tion methods. To correctly recognize each item even

in an environment where boxed and shrink-wrapped

items are mixed, we also developed a recognition-

process flow that switches between an edge-based

boundary-detection method for boxed items and the

proposed method for shrink-wrapped items depend-

ing on the size of the item surface.

In the experiment that simulated mixed depal-

letizing operations, we confirmed that the proposed

method could correctly recognize 6DoF poses of both

boxed and shrink-wrapped items and achieve an av-

erage recognition rate of over 90%, which is higher

than that of a conventional method.

By applying the proposed method to recognize in-

dividual items then having the robot pick and unload

them, an effective robot-picking system can be im-

plemented in a depalletizing work environment even

when boxed and shrink-wrapped items are mixed.

Our future work will include incorporating a

robot-assisted object-displacement process for cases

in which shrink-wrapped items are in close contact

with each other, which makes it difficult to distinguish

the boundary of each item. We also aim to improve

the recognition accuracy of the proposed method by

selecting locally optimal parameters for each item in

the scene.
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